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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is to make recommendations for the 
improvement of the administration of substitute-teacher service in 
Massachusetts school systems. 
It is an accepted military axiom that in time of emergency a well 
trained reserve may save the day and even the nation. For such need 
the various branches of the armed forces maintain regular reserve pro-
grams which build up reserve strength~ train veterans and recruits 
alike, study the latest methods, and place into practical operation 
the results of a well integrated training program. In a sense1 the 
superintendent of schools is a commanding officer. His forces consist 
of his assistants and regular teachers. His reserves are the substi-
tute teachers upon whom he must depend in an emergency - the absence 
of a regular teacher. The attainment of the superintendent's objective 
- the education of children entrusted to his care - may be aided by the 
substitute teacher. A well planned program of substitute-teacher 
service should be an important objective of the superintendent of 
schools. 
Fet·1 studies concerning the administration of substitute-teacher 
-1-
service have been made. 
1/ 'Y 
Baldwin- and Connors both studied substitute-
teacher service throughout the nation. There has been no study similar 
to this in Massachusetts. The purpose of this stuQy is to investigate 
and make recommendations concerning the administration of substitut&8 
teacher service in Massachusett.s school systems. The problem of the 
administration of substitute-teacher service in Massachusetts school 
systems was suggested to the author by Baldwin's "Organization and 
Administration of Substitute-Teacher Service in City School 8ystems." 
3/ 
- Baldwin limits his study to cities of 501 000 population or more. His 
study is nation-wide in scope. While Massachusetts cities are included, 
the problems of the small community are not considered. Also, Baldwin's 
study was made dur,tng the last depression and the results were no doubt 
influenced by the time. The present period is certainly not one of de-
pression. There is an abundance of work. Qualified substitutes are not 
as easily obtained as they have been in the past. Fewer substitutes are 
interested in part-time work when full time employment is readily avail-
able. The school administrator faced with this problem in many cases 
has found himself unable to obtain a sufficient number of qualified sub-
stitute teachers. In addition, competition for available substitutes 
has become very keen among neighboring communities. The "t-1I'iter is of 
!/Clare Charles Baldwin, anization and Administration of Substitute-
Teacher Service in Citf ·se oo Systems, Teachers Co 
University, New York,934. 
2/F. Herrick Connors, The Substitute Teacher Service in the Public 
Schools, Unpublished Doctorfs Dissertation, Ohio State University, 1927. 
2JC1are Charles Baldwin, op. cit. 
2 
the opinion that a study of the administration of substitut~teacher 
service in Massachusetts school systems will be of value to public 
school education in this state. No commugities are overlooked irrespec~ 
tive of size in this study• The problems and administration of all are 
included. 
If one admits the importance of substitute teachers, one must admit 
the importance of problems confronting the sUbstitute and the adminis-
trator who must provide for substitute-teacher service. Research in the 
field is limited and, consequently, there is little knowledge of common 
problems or present practices in substitut~teacher administration. 
This study will provide a knowledge of present practices and will make 
possible recommendations based upon comparison of the criteria developed 
ldth present practices. 
This study is limited to Massachusetts school systems. It is co~ 
cerned with all school systems within the state irrespective of size. 
Differentiation is made on the basis of the number of regular teachers 
employed as indicating the size of the school systems rather than pop~ 
lation of the community. The writer distinguished between the various 
size school systems in order to be able to recognize the problems of 
all systems small or large and to make recommendations for the correc-
tion of these problems. The size of the school system was determined 
by the number of regular teachers employed in preference to the size 
of the community because of the fact that many communities have public 
and private schools in which case size of the community alone offers 
no indication of the size of the public school system of the community. 
13 
Recommendations for improvement of substitute-teacher service can-
not be made unless one has a set of criteria with which to compare 
present practices. The first problem, therefore, was to develop the 
criteria. All information available concerning substitute-teacher ser-
vice was studied for this purpose. Material was taken from professional 
literature, periodicals, and previous studies. This research indicated 
five phases of the· administration of substitut~teacher service. The 
criteria were developed around these phases of administration. The 
school administrator may evaluate his practices in the administration 
of substitute-teacher service by means of the criteria and thus deter-
mine the steps necessar,y to improve upon his system or for the develoP-
ment of a new program. The five phases of administration of substitute-
teacher service are as followss 
1. Management.-- The responsibility for the direction of substi-
tute-teacher service, the development and administration of 
substitute-teacher service and the handling of various records 
necessar,r to the service make up the management phase. 
2. Recruitment.-- Under recruitment are considered the qualifica-
tions required of substitutes and the recruitment of substi-
tutes ;dth these qualifications. 
3. Placement.-- How are the substitute-teachers assigned to the 
temporary vacancies? What is done to facilitate assignment 
for the school and for the substitute? Such questions are 
considered in this phase of administration. 
4 
4. Supervision.-- In this phase are included the principal's 
responsibility for giving supervisory help1 and for evaluation 
and reporting of the substitute's efficiency. Also included 
is the assistance given by the city supervisor to help the sub-
stitute to succeed. In the absence of any other supervisor 
this obligation is as much a responsibility of the superinten-
dent as is the supervision of regular teachers. 
4. Pay.- A salary schedule which takes into consideration the 
substitute's experience, training, and service is considered 
in this phase. 
After the criteria for administration of substitute-teacher service 
were developed questions were prepared based upon these criteria for a 
questionnaire submitted to the superintendents of Massachusetts to learn 
how their systems confonned with the criteria. Fifty-six questions were 
thus obtained for the questionnaire. Every effort was made to frame the 
questions so that the answers could be given quickly and easily. The 
questionnaire was first subir.itted to several superintendents for criti.-
cism a~d was then mailed to all superintendents in Massachusetts. 
Chapter II will show how the criteria were developed. In Chapter III 
will be presented a picture of substitute-teacher service in Massachuset 
as revealed in the questionnaire. The author will also indicate in this 
chapter the strengths and weaknesses of various phases of substitute-
teacher administration in N:assachusette according to the criteria devel-
oped. In Chapter IV the writer will summarize and make recommendations 
for improving upon weaknesses found in the administration of substitute-
teacher service in the school systems of Massachusetts in accordance 
with the criteria developed. 
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CHAPTER II 
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING SUBSTITUTE-TEACHER SERVICE 
The author developed the follo;nung criteria from a stuqy of 
educational literature and recommendations o~ recognized school adminis-
trators. 
Management.-- Of most importance to the success of any endeavor 
is a program of management which will make possible efficient administra-
tion. Such a program is important to schools beca.uee it provides; 
the best educational opportunities possible at a minimum cost to the 
public. Efficient administration guarantees wise expenditure of public 
funds. The first problem of management is the development of a set of 
regulations. Reeder states that " •••• every board of education should 
adopt a set of rules and regulations governing the administration of 
1/ 
the schools."- It is equally important that "A statement of the rules 
and regulations applying to the administration of substitute-teacher y 
service should be fonnuls.ted in every school system." It is not 
enough simply to prepare rules and regulations. In order to be of any 
value rules and regulations should be made available for any who wish 
to avail themselves of the opportunity to refer to them. The ideal 
1/W'ard G. Reeder, The Fundamentals of Public School Administration, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 19Li, P• 186. 
~/Clare Charles Baldwin, op. cit., P• 11. -
-7-
pllace to pub~sh regulatiou is in the Persennel Polley P811phllet of the 
sehoel system. It this be d01ae1 teachers in serrlee will :tincl it aoat, 
eonTenient when seekinc in:tormation concerning the administration eL 
substitute service in theU: own sy~_tem and applicants for substitute 
positions will find readily a~ailable rules, regulations, and other 
information important to them. The personnel policy shoul!d include 
school board rules governing the administration of substitutesteacher 
serTice. 
Administration.- Who should a~at~mi:tha substitute-teacher 
service? "••• the superintendent of schools should be held responsib]e 
for the administration of substit~teacher service."1( "He should be 
giTen the responsibilit7 for recruitin& the substitute personnel, for 
Yi placin~ it, and for dirtcting its work in all phases." Connors bell s 
that the superintendent "·••• should be entirely free to select and y 
assign his relief corps." He ~ appoint a representative to 
w 
administer the service for ~ Baldwin found that in 59 cities of 
106 in his stud;y the secretary to the superintendent was in charge o:t 
substitute-teacher service. Twent7-one cities emplo,yed clerks in tbia 
yn. H. Cooke, Administering the Teaching Personnel, Benjamin He Sanborn 
and Company, Chi~ago1 1939, P• 1611. 
!/9P• cit., P• 186. 
JIF. Herrick Connors, op. cit., P• lG6. 
S(Clare Charles Baldwin, op. cit., P• 16. 
~======,~====~~==================================~:~==~---- -
capacity. In seven other cities the function was performed by the 
assistant superintendent, and in eight cities the superintendent himself 
was in charge of substitute-teacher service. Evidence indicateB that 
the superintendent or someone to whom the responsibility is delegated 
should be given the responsibility for the administration of substitute-
teacher service. 
Centralization.-- Opinion is unanimous that substitute-teacher 
service should be administered from a central office. The central office 
should be ·responsible for all functions of substitute-teacher service 
for the entire school system. The superintendent or his representative 
should direct all phases of substitute-teacher service from this office. 
Cooke considers it ".. • a cardinal principle of personnel administration 
that substitute-teacher service should be administered centrally for the 
1/ 
entire school system.,-;- Reeder suggests that 11 •. • all reports of ab-
sences, and all calls for substitutes, should come to, and be acted upon y 
by, the superintendent or his duly appointed representative." As a 
matter of fairness, Weber stresses that "Impartial assignment of sub-
'}/ 
stitutes requires that authority be placed in a central office ••• " 
f/Cooke, op. cite P• 161. 
g/Reeder~ op. cite P• 187. 
2fsamuel E. Weber, Cooperative Administration and Supervision of the 
Teaching Personnel, Thomas Nelson & Sons, New York, 1937, P• 234 
9 
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Baldwin concurs in the belief that "The selections and assignments of 
substitute-teachers should be administered centrally for the entire 
1/ 
system."-
Records.-- It is necessary that adequate records of substitute in-
2/ 
fonnation should be maintained. Baldwin- lists the following necessary 
records: 
1. Records of applicant's personal data, training, experience 
and references. 
2. Appraisals by references. 
3. ·substitute's certificate. 
4. Individual record containing necessary infonnation for director 
of substitute service. 
5. Individual record of successive periods of substitute service. 
6. Call slips for exchanging substitute calls in the central 
office. 
7. Daily working register of all eligible substitutes arranged 
by school divisions and subjects, maintained for each school 
month, for the convenience of the assignment office. 
Be Call slips for recording substitute releases. 
9. Principal's weekly report on substitute. 
10. Principal's report of substitute's pay-roll. 
11. Annual register of substitute service for use in each school. 
!/Baldwin, op. cit., P• 6. 
gj'[l:)id., P• 93. 
,-
To make possible the selection of the best qualified candidate as a 
substitute-teacher, "Each candidate for substitute service should be 
required to submit an application fom giving his essential qualifica., 
1/ 
tionse~~ Reeder states that "School officials should keep a record of y 
qualifications of each teacher in the subetitute list •••• " Weber 
believes that "Personnel records of substitutes should be as complete as 
3/ 
those of applicants for pennanent positions."- From the foregoing the 
writer concludes personnel records of substitutes are ver.y important. 
Qualifications.-- In many communities the problem of qualifications 
of substitutes is a difficult one. There may be occasions when substi-
tutes with desired qualifications may not be available. Many factors 
enter into the selection of qualified substitute-teachers, "••••but 
superior qualifications constitute the only valid basis on which to make 
4/ 
the final judgment ... - In order to secure a highly competent relief 
corps n •••• school boards and superintendents are justified in requiring 
that professional qualifications of substitute-teachers be the same as 
!I 
the qualifications for the regular staff." Reeder reconnnends that 
!/Clare Charles Baldwin, QP• cit., P• a. 
2/Ward G. Reeder, Op. cit., p. 189. 
Jjs. E. Weber, Op. cit., P• 234. 
!i/D. H. Cooke, Op. cit., P• 163. 
2_/Ibid. 1 P• 163. 
11 
- -======#=== 
" •••• only teachers who possess the state and local qualifications may be 
1/ 
employed for substitute service,"- and that " •••• the qualifications of 
31 
substitutes should be the same as those of the regular starr." Baldwin 
concurs in this policy when he states "The professional qualifications 
of those eligible for substitut~teaching service should be the same as 
3/ 
the qualifications for the regular staff."- School boards and super~ 
tendents would do well to insist that substitute-teachers and regular 
teachers present the same qualifications. Reeder also suggests that 
" •••• specialists in the various teaching areas and departments should be 
4/ 
employed rather than so-called 'Jack-of-all-trades' • "- Baldwin believes 
that "The specialization of substitute-teachers within certain grade 
levels in the elementary school division and within subject fields in 
. v -
the secondary school division should be practiced." Authorities feel 
that proper qualifications are important if the substitute teacher is t o 
succeed in her assignment. Secondary substitutes should have specialize 
in the subjects which they are to teach. Elementar,y school substitutes 
should have t r aining in the grade to which they are assigned. 
Assignment.-- When the regular teacher is absent a substitute 
teacher must be assigned to fill the vacancy. It is of the utmost 
!JWard G. Reeder, Qp• cit., P• 186. 
Yibid., p. 181 • 
.2_/Clare Charles Baldwin., Op. cit., P• 1. 
4/Ward G. Reeder, Op• cit., P• 188. 
2/Clare Charles _Baldwin., ap.cit., P• 8. 
12 
importance that the person assigning, select a substitute qualified to 
fill the vacancy so that she m~ be able to carr,y on successfully the 
work which the regular teacher has planned. "The selection and assign-
ment o£ substitutes for service should be made strictly on the basis o£ 
1/ 
merit."- Weber contends that " •••• the assigmnent o£ substitutes should 
be based: (1) on qualifications, (2) on proper certification, (3) on 
2/ 
choice by the superintendent of schools or the personnel director."-
I£ the superintendent has delegated his responsibilit,y, then Cooke 
declares "It is the direct responsibility of the director of personnel 
or the person in charge o£ substitute-teacher service in the central 
3/ 
office to select the teacher to be called for a given assignment."-
The superintendent or person in charge should select the substitute to 
be assigned and on the basis of merit o~. 
Zoning.-- The large school ~stems should be divided into zones for 
the convenience o£ substitute teachers residing within the zones and for 
efficiency of administration. "A large school system should system-
atically zone the school district for purposes of administering substi-
4/ 
tute-teacher service."- Reeder also believes in zoning large schoOl 
systems, in addition " •••• to have a capable list of substitutes for each 
5/ 
of the various types o£ positions in each zone."- If· a school system 
!/Clare Charles Baldwin, Op. cit., P• 7e 
!:_/C. E. Weber, Q.e• cit., P• 231. 
J/D. H. Cooke, Op. cit., P• 171 
!!/Clare Charles Baldwin, Q.e• cit., P• B. 
2fward G. Reeder, QP• cit., P• 187. 
I 
I 
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were zoned a teacher living within a certain zone could be assigned to a 
school near to her home. Thus, the school would be within a reasonable 
1 distance for the substitute and would offer the least inconvenience to 
her when reporting to teach. The principal could feel confident that lj 
the teacher who lives in the neighborhood of the school knows the chil-
dren in the classroom. Of great assistance in helping the teacher per-
form her work is a knowledge of children and their backgrounds. Zoning 
benefits the school, the child, and the teacher and thus is of immeasur-
able value to the system. It makes possible efficient administration. 
Large school systems should be zoned for administrative efficiencie8 and 
convenience of substitute teachers. 
Recruiting.-- It is of the utmost importance to have an adequate 
supply of substitute teachers available. When a regular teacher is 
unable to report the person assigning substitutes must be able to call 
upon a qualified substitute to fill the vacancy. "Every school Ustem I 
should recruit an adequate and qualified substitute personnel." "In 
recruiting the substitute personnel, a sufficient number of competent 11 
persons should be secured for the various school subjects and the several 
2/ I 
types of school service."- When recruiting a candidate the superinten- 1 
dent should consider the candidate's training, experience, and personal 
qualifications. The most widely used method of recruitment is from 
3/ 
personal application. Baldwin- lists the applications as most frequently 
-I 
!(Ward G. Reeder, Op. cit., P• 187. 
Yibid., P• 188. 
3/Clare Charles Baldwin, Op. cit., P• 31. 
I 
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used in 122 cities out of lh2 cities . In 86 cities the superintendent 
reco:rrr.IT!.ends candidates. Sixty-one cities empl oy e.s substitutes candidatesj/ 
aw·ai ting regular appointment. Principal s J supervisors_, and teachers 
should recommend as candidates for substitute service individuals v1ho 
they believe meet ·the qual ificHtions. Political pressure must not be 
perrn:i tted to secure substitute positions for unqualified individuals . 
Toda y a qualified person needs no outside influence to be elected a 
substitute tee>cher. \-lith employment a t an all time high today, every 
method of recruitment to obtain qualified substitutes shou~d be ex-
hausted. Very few people will accept part time employment >·Then full 
time positions are so readily evail able . The superintendent shauld be 
sure that all people available for \.(fork 'l.re employed. In recruiting 
subst.i tues, qualified persormel interested in part time i·rork may be 
found a mong married 1-:romen who have left teeching and among retired 
teachers if they can be legally employed. The school systems should 
solicit applications from these two groups. I t is the respansibility 
of the superintendent to recruit and have available an adequate number 
of substi tue teachers to fill any vacancies -vrhich may occur. 
Supervision. -- Supervision i s necessary to hel p the substitute 
teacher to succeed in instructing children in the absence of the regular 
tec.cher. Supe rvision assures max;_mum returns for publi c funds expended. 
The subs titute should be supervised by the principal or supervisor, and 
a record of the supervision filed. 11Constant and regnlar appraisal of 
all personnel is necessary in order to determine the efficiency· of 
II 
1/ 
service."- Indeed, Bal.dwin stresses that "Adequate supervision should 
2/ 
be provided the substitute teacher while in service. 11- Reeder recommends 
that "Data showing the efficiency with which each substitute perfonns 
3/ 
his work should be systematically procured. 11- In observing substitutes 
in teaching situations 1ileber contends that "Their work should be care-
4/ 
.fully and sympathetically supervised by the principal."- After such 
supervision "The principal should make a report of the quality of such 
5/ 
service immediately after its termination.,.- The principal must not 
feel that his responsibility of supervising the substitute consists 
solely of appraisa11 procurement of data, and reports. Of even greater 
importance is the principal's obligation to help the teacher to succeed. 
He must stimulate the substitute to creative effort and improvement. 
The general and special supervisor may aid in this task. The principal 
should evaluate the results of instruction and the methods employed. A 
special teacher or another teacher may be designated to help the substi-
tute. When the principal reports on his supervision he should include 
in the report an outline of the steps which he has taken to help the 
teacher to succeed. Proper supervision is of the greatest value to both 
the principal and the substitute. Supervision will help the teacher to 
fiArthur B. Moehl.man, School Administration, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1940, P• 398. 
g_/clare Charles Bal.dwin, Op. cit., P• 10 
~ard G. Reeder, Op• cit., P• 189. 
~s. E. Weber, QP• cit., P• 239. 
Z/D>ida, P•' 234. 
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, attain the desired objectives and will be fair to the teacher. The 
principal will realize the maximum possibilities of his substitute and 
tri.ll make possible proper expenditure of public funds. If the evaluation 
of the substitute's work is filed in a folder by the principal or other 
supervisor, the information may be employed at a later date when deter-
mining the substitute's qualifications and ability to fill a vacancy. 
It is Baldwin's belief that "In-service training for substitute teachers 
1 should be so planned and so administered as to assure a maximum of y 
service and professiona1 growth." Supervision is a necessity to help 
the teacher to succeed, to sedure maximum results for the students and 
the principal and to guarantee wise expenditure of public funds a 
I Salary.-- Good salar,y recognition is most important if a school 
system is to be successful in recruiting substitute teachers. Salary 
recognition for training1 experience, and service should be an inducement , 
for individuals to accept substitute-teacher work, Poor salary recog- 11 
II 1 ni tion is a deterrent to many persons at this time when good paying 
positions are available. 
2/ 
"There should be an equitable salary schedule 
1 for substitutes."- To accomplish this "It would seem desirable for every 
school system to formulate a schedule o~ay which would take account of 
the qualifications of the substitutes." Cooke observes that "It is 
generally accepted that the salaries of substitute teachers should be 
1/ciare Charles Baldwin, Qe• cit., P• 10. 
II -
gjs. E. Weber, QP• cit., P• 243. 
'Jft1ard. G. Reeder, Op. cit., P• 198. 
I 
II 
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detennined and admi~jtered on the basis of a scientific plan of payment , 
or salary schedule."- Baldwin· agreev that "Salaries of substitute tea-
chers should be administered on the basis of a scientific salary 
2/ 
schedule."- The writer is of the opinion that every school system should 
have a substitute pay schedule which would take into consideration the 
substitute 1 s training and experience. The salary schedule should also 
consider the success or merit of the substitute. 
From the above examination of authorities the writer concludes that 
1 the following criteria would be valuable in setting up a substitute- li 
teacher service or in evaluating present substitute-teacher practices: 
1. The personnel policy should include school board rules governing 
the administration of substitute-teacher service. 
2. The superintendent or someone to whom the responsibility is 
delegated should be given the responsibility for the adminis-
tration of substitute-teacher service. 
3. Substitute-teacher service should be administered from a 
central office. 
4. Adequate records of personnel and performance should be 
maintained. 
5. The qualifications required for substitute-teacher service I' 
should be the same aw those required for regular appointment. 
Secondary substitutes should have training and experience if 
possible in the subjects which they are to teach, and elementar,y 
!JD. H. Cooke, QP• cit., P• 177. 
'ijclare Charles Baldwin, Op. cit., P• 9. 
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school substitutes should have training and experience if 
possible in the grade to which they are assigned. 
6. The superintendent or person in charge should assign the 
substitute to be placed on the basis of his record. 
7. Large school systems should be zoned for administrative 
efficiency and convenience or substitute teachers. 
8. The substitute should be supervised by the principal or super-
visor, and a record of evaluation and help filed with the 
superintendent. 
9. Every school system should have a substitute single salary 
pay schedule which would take into consideration the 
substitute's training, experience, and service. 
The next step in the study is to examine present practices in 
Massachusetts and to use the criteria developed for a comparison to 
determine what school systems in Massachusetts are, or are not doing, 
in the administration of substitute-teacher service. 
II 
CRAnER III 
PRESENT PRACTICES IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF SUBSTITUTE-TEACHER 
SERVICE IN MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL SYSTEMS 
In this chapter the writer presents facts relating to present 
practices in the administration of substitute-service in Massachusetts 
school systems. The information was obtained from a questionnaire 
which was sent to all public school superintendents in the Connnomrealth. 
The purpose of the writer in using a questionnaire was to find out 
what present practices are in the administration of substitute-teacher 
service. Consequently, in order to indicate the strong and weak points 
of present practices, questions us~d in the questionnaire are related 
to the criteria proposed in Chapter II. Thus, answers to the questions 
indicate to what extent present practices are in accord with these 
criteria. Questionnaires were mailed to all 217 school superintendents 
in :t-iassachusetts. Returns were received from 1.59 superintendents. 
Of these it was impossible to use two questionnaires for thenpurpose 
of figuring dataon present practices in the administration of 
substitute-teacher service. The study is based on 7Z.3· per cent 
returns. 
In order to recognize the substitute problem of various size 
school systems, all returns are arranged, as illustrated in Table 1, 
according to the number of regular teachers exclusive of supervising 
20 
21 
principals. All distributions are shown by per cent . 
'!:'able l. N1.unber of Superi ntendents Reporting According to Number of 
~egu_lar Teachers, Exclusive of S·~pe!"'rising Principals. 
Range in No. of Regul a.r Teachers: Supe rintend.ents Reporting 
{1) (2) 
l-25 15 
26-50 52 
51-75 26 
76-100 20 
101-200 23 
201 and above 21 
-
Total 157 
From this point on the writer will indicate the results of present 
practices in the administration of substitute-teacher service in 
Massachusetts school systems as they relate to the criteria proposed in 
Chapter n. Also indicated, •rill be the strong and weak points as 
evidenced in the data presented in the tables. 
Criterion I-----The personnel policy should include school board rules 
governing the administration of substitute-teacher service. Five 
questions in the questionnaire were devoted to rules and regtllations of 
school board and the personnel policy of the school system. To deter-
mine if the school board has rules and regulations, if the rules and 
regulations are published and available, the author vJas interested in 
determing if the school system has a specific form of personnel policy 
published and if this personnel policy included substitute teaching, 
-The results obtained from these questi ons a~e given in Table 2. 
Table 2. The Extent and Scope of Personnel Policies of 157 School 
Systems in Massachusetts . 
Phase % of 15 systems 
with 1-
25 tea. 
(1 ) 
1. The school board 
has a set of rules 
and regulations to 
govern the schools. 
2. Adopted rules .and 
(2) 
60 
regulations include 53.3 
the administration 
of substitute-
teacher service. 
3. Adopted rules and 
regulations govern-
ing substitute- 40 
teacher administration 
are published and 
available. 
4. The systems have a 
specific form of per - 26.7 
sonnel policy publ'd• 
5. Substi tute-·t eachi ng 
is included i n the 13 • .3 
personnel policy. 
% of 52 % of 26 % of 20 
systems S¥stems systems 
vri th 26- 1-n. th 51.- with 76-
50 tea. 75 tea. 100 tea. 
(3) (4) (5) 
50 80 
28.8 34.6 45 
30 
11.5 30.7 45 
7.7 
% of 23 % of 21 
syste~ systems 
101-200 above 
t each. 201 tea. 
(6) (7) 
91.2 100 
85 
43.5 
52.1 38 
21.8 33.3 
It may be seen from the table that ~1ere are both strengths and 
weaknesses in the systems responding . The large systems of over blO 
hundred teachers are unanimous in reporti ng that the school board has a 
set of rules and regulations to govern the schools. All other groups 
of school systems with less than 75 regular teachers are weak in this 
22 
I 
II 
respect. Evident~, many of the smaller school s,rstems and not a few of ' 
the larger ones are in definite need of school board rules and regula-
tions to govern the systems. In those which have adopted rules and 
regulations, there is a definite need to include the administration of 
substitute-teacher service, as the range of those including such service 
is considerable and no group of school systems is perfect in this 
respect. A very poor showing is made by all systems in that more than 
half do not even publish the rules and regulations governing the admin-
istration of substitute-teacher service. The same may be said of a 
specific form of personnel policy published. The best showing in this 
case as indicated in the table is in systems with one hundred to two 
hundred teachers. A poor showing is made by the larger systems of over 
two hundred regular teachers considering the favorable response received 
concerning school board rules and regulations. The one hundred per cent 
response received concerned school board rules and regulations. Inasmuch 
as a personnel policy exists in less than one-half of the systems re-
spending, it may be said there is a definite need not only for publica-
tions of personnel policies by school systems but also to include 
substitute teaching in those personnel policies. On the whole, the 
administration of substitute-teacher service is not a strong point with i 
respect to rules and regulations and personnel policies of school systems 
in 1-iassachusetts. Considerable improvement must be made by many public 
school systems in the Commonwealth befor e Criterion I is complied with 
1 in the administration of substitute-teacher service. 
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Criteri on II-----The superintendent or someone to whom the responsibility 
is delegated should be given the responsibility f or the administrati on 
of substitute-teacher service. Authorities agree t hat the superintendent 
or s omeone to whom the responsibility is delegated should be given the 
responsibility for the admi nistration of substitute-teacher service. The 
per cent of systems whose practices are in accord vnth Criterion II is : 
considerable as is indicated in Table 3. 
Table 3. The Responsibi lity of Sup~rintendents for the Administration 
of Substitute-teacher Service in 1.57 }rassachusetts School Systems 
Phase % of 15 
sys tems 
1·rith 1-
2.5 tea. (1) (2) 
1. Supt. has been 
given responsibility 
for administr ati on 93.4 
of substitute-
teacher service. 
2. Supt. directs all 
phases of substitute-
t eacher service. 66.6 
3. Supt. has dele-
gated responsibi lity 
for administration 
of substitute- 33.3 
teacher service to 
another person. 
Number of Systems 
% of 52 % of 26 % of 20 % of 23 % of 2l 
systems systems systems systenlli systems 
vr.i. th 26- with .51- 76-100 101-200 201 and 
.50 tea. 7.5 tea . teach. teach. above teach. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
100 90 
50 65 .52 .1 62 
.57.7 70 91.3 71.4 
Although the superintendent has been given the responsibi lity 
for the administration of substitute- teacher service in over ninety per 
cent of the systems r esponding, a number of these do not direct all 
phases of subs tJ. tut e-teacher service, but have delegated this respon-
sibility to another person. It may be seen from Table 3 that some 
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superintendents 1-rho r eport that t hey di rect all phases of substitute-
teacher service also reported that they delegated responsibility for the 
administration of substitute-tec>cher service to another person. School 
systems 1·Tith 26-50 regular teachers have the best record inasmuch c>.s one 
hundred per cent of these systems report that the superintendent h as been 
given responsibility for the administration of substitute-teacher ser-
vice. All other groups of systems indicate that such responsibility has 
been given to the superintendent. In ninety per cent or more of the 
sy-stems the hi~h percentages indicated in Table 3 evidence a favorable 
comparison idth Criterion II. 
In order to have a sufficient number of substi tut-e teachers, quali-
fied persons must be recrui ted. Table 4 indicates the sources upon vrhich 
Massachusetts school systems rely for recruitma~t of substitute teachers. 
Table 4. Sources from Which Substitutes Are Recruited 
Source ~:, of 1.5 % of 52 % of 26 % of 20 % of 23 % of 21 
systems sys terns sys terns systems systems systems 
-vr.ith lw -w"ith 26- with 51 i>Tith 76..101 .. 200 above 201 
25 tea. 50 tea. 75 tea. teach. teach. teachers 
- : (1) 
1. Personal 
(2J OJ (4J (5) (r:iJ (7) 
applicc:.tion 93.4 94.3 96.1 100 100 100 
2. Candidates 
a-vrai ting regular 20 38.5 42 .. 4 65 52.2 81 
appointment • 
3. Home.TJ. 'tvho ~ave 100 96.1 88.5 90 91.3 90.5 
l eft teaching. 
• It is interesting to note that best source for obtaining substitute 
teachers is the personal applica tion. It is possible that many of these 
appl ications are received from women who have l eft teachi ng. Candidates 
a1vaiting regular appointment are a poor source from which to obtain sub... 
stitute teachers no doubt, because of the lucrative positions vmich are 
available to them. 
Few communities are fortunate enough t o have a sufficient number of 
substitute teachers. Most school systems must seek out qualified indi- II 
viduals and induce t..'Y!em to accept pc>.rt-time employment as substitute 
teachers. Table 5 offers some indication of hm-1 Massachusetts school 
systems are recruiting. 
Table S. Method by '>J'hich Quali fied Substitutes Are Recruited in 157 
Mass8chusetts School Systems 
I 
L ;;;:;::;:;;:;:;;::::c:::_:;::;;;:;::;;t:===;;~::::::=:;~;:::=::==.:;::?=S=~==..::7=::?~~:::===?=.::::==::=:=:=:?== Method by whlch % of 15 % of 52 % of 26 % of 20 % of 23 % of 21 
substitutes are systems systems systems systems systems ·systems 
recruited with 1- with 26.1nth 51- rlith 76-101- 200 201 and 
(1) 
1. Board of Ede 
helps to recruit. 
24 Supt. helps 
t o recruit . 
3. Principal 
I helps to recruit . 
4. Supervisors 
1 
help to r ecruit. 
5. Teachers 
help to recruit. 
25 tea. 50 tea. 75 tea. 100 tea. teach. above tea. (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
30.8 . 40 21. 8 
93. 4 90.4 81, .• 6 95 61 
66.6 81 80 
33.3 27 so 39.2 
60 57. 7 80 48 
There is little doubt that superintendents are the chief recruiters , 
of substitute- teachers in the Conunomveal th. School principals are 
1 second best in recru.i ting. It would seem that boards of educatilon1 
26 
27 
supervisors, and even teachers could participate more vigorously in 
r ecruiting qualified persons as substitute teachers. 
Criterion III-----Substitute-teacher service should be administered from , 
a central office. The best shat·Jing is me.de by larger school syste.ms of 
over 201 regular teachers, although on an average 67 per cent of the 
school systems of 1-50 regular teachers report t hat substitute-teacher 
ser\rice is administered for the entire system £'roma central office. 
Tabl e 6 indicates to vmat extent centralization is practiced in the 
school systems throughout the Comrnom~ealtb.. 
Table 6. The Extent to \ihich Substitute-teacher Service Is Administered 
from the Central Office for the Entire System in 157 Massachusetts 
School Systerns 
Characteristics NU!Jlber of Systems 
% of 15 % of 52 % of ~6 % of 20 % of 23 % of 21 
systems systerns systems 
with J.,.. with 26-with 51 
systems systems systems 
with 76- with 101... 201 and 
25 tea. 50 tea. 75 tea. 100 tea. 200 tea. above tea. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
1. Substitute 
teacher is admin-
istered for the 73.4 61.5 50 45 34.8 85.7 
entire sys tem from 
a cent r al office. 
2• All calls for 
substitutes come to 60 46.2 38.5 30 26.1 66.8 
t his central office. 
3, Substitute is 
assigned to school 60 57.8 46.2 30 34.8 66. 8 
from cerd:n~al office. 
There is certainly room for improvement in ell groups of school 
systems i r respective of size. Up to 7~ per cent of systems which are 
centralized do not require calls for substitutes to ccme to the central. 
office which should be the case in a centralized system. This per-
' 
centage indicates that the assigning of substitutes t o schools from the 
central office does not exist extensively in any of the giUups reporting. 
Again, the l argest school systems compare more favorably with Criterion 
•' 
3; but, on the whole, it cannot be s aid that substitute-te~cher service 
iri the school systems of Massachusetts is administered in all respects 
from the central office. 
Of the s,ystems having 1-25 regular teachers, 66.7 per cent require 
that the superintendent be notified ~1hen the teacher intends to be 
absent. As may be seen in Table 7, a greater percentage of all of the 
systems require that the principal of the building be notified by the 
teacher in the event of intended absence. 
Table 7. Persons Whom Teachers Notify in Case of Absence in 155 School 
Systems in Massachusetts 
Person notified % of 15 % of 52 % of 25 % of 19 % of 23 % of 21 systems systems systems systems systew~ systems 
with o.,. with 26... 1dth 51-l'Ti th 76- vd.th 100... 201 and 
25 tea. 50 tea. 75 tea. 100 tea. 200 tea. ~bove tea. 
(1) 
Principal 
Superintendent 
Prin. & Supt. 
Prin. or Supt. 
Supt . or sec. 
Prin. or main off. 
Supt.' s office 
Chief Clerk 
66.7 32.8 20 5.3 14.3 
6.7 11.5 8 26.3 
Prin., Supt. , or clerk 
Prin. or sec . 
Ve.ries 
Frin. & Elem. Supervisor 
15.3 .4 
4 
4 
4 
(concluded on next page) 
8.7 
8.7 
8.7 
4.3 
4.3 
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Table 7. (concluded) 
Person notified % of 15 % of 52 % of 25 % of 19 % of 23 % of 21 
systems systems sys tems systems systems 
1dth 26.- with 51- 1trith 76- 100 to 201 and 
systems 
Nith l-
25 tea. SO tea. 75 tea. 100 tea. 200 tea. 2bove tea. 
(1) 
Grades 1-6,Supt. 
Grades 7-12, Prine 
Asst. Supt. 
(2) 
Secondar,y School, Prjn. 
Elementar.y schoo~, Supt. 
Supt. or Dir. of El. Ed. 
Attendance clerk 
Asst. to Supt. 
Dept. of Practice & training 
School & Supt.' s office 
Sr. & Jr. Ihgh, Prin. 
Elementar.y-Adnunistrative 
Asst. to Supt. 
(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
4 
4. 3 
8.7 
4.3 
4.8 
4.8 
4.8 
4.8 
4. 8 
4.8 
It is interesting to note ~~e percentage of systems requiring that 
th e principal and superintendent be notified of such absence . As the 
$YStems i ncrease in size, it is noted that the t eachers notify various 
persons other tnan the principal or superint endent. 
As may be seen in Table 8, there are many variations in the amoU:.rTt 
0f notice the teacher is re~uired to give in the event of absence. The 
percentages of the various requirements differ vQthi n all systems. ' -
Table 8. The Amount of Advance Notice the Teacher is Required to Give 
in the Event of Absence 
Amount of Notice 
(1) 
Before 7:30 a.m. 
No requirement 
.% of 13 
systems 
,,ri.th 1 .. 
25 t ea. 
(2) 
15.5 
23 
% of 48 % of 24 % of 19 % of 23 % of 21 
systems systems systems systems systems 
•·rith 26- wi th 51- with 76.- with 100...201 a.n:l 
SO tea. 75 tea. 100 tea. 200 tea. above tea. 
18.5 12.5 5. 2 17.5 19 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 8. ( concluded) 
% of 13 % of 48 % of 24 % of 19 % of 23' % of 21 
Amount of Notice systems systems systems systems systems systems 
with 1.- v:ith 26-;-ri.th 51- v:ith 76- vl'ith 101-201 and 
25 SO tea. 75 tea. 100 tea. 200 tea. up teach. 
As early as possible 
Before school opens 
One day 12.5 12.5 5.2 17. 5 4.8 
Before 7 a.m. 6-.2 12.5 21 8.7 4. 8 
1-3 hours 18.5 12.5 15.8 8.7 14 
J..-2 hours 2.1 12.5 5.2 4.4 4.8 
4 p .m. day before 2.1 
Reasonable time 8.6 
It is surprising to note that a 1ar~e percentas e of systems have 
no requirement at all. A greater percentage of systems ;dthin all grouiE 
requ.i r e simply that the teacher gi ve notice of intended absence as early 
as possible >·Ji thout special reference to time. 
It is i nteresting to note· in Table 9 the variations in notice re-
quired of the absent teacher's return to duty. 
Table 9. Advance Not iGe Required of the Absent Teachers Return to Duty 
in 142 Systems Respond:Ln~ to the Questi onnaire 
Advance Notice 
Required 
(1) 
% of 13 % of 45 % of 21 % of 19 % of 21 % of 20 
systems systems systems systems systems systems 
>·rith 1- ~<rith 26...1·1ith 51- with 76->dth 101 ... 201 and 
25 tea. 50 tea. 75 tea. 100 tea.200 tea. up tea. 
<~> cp ~4J f;J ~6) ~b) One day 3 ~5 3 .6 2 2 2 
None required 23 31.1 31 9.5 
As much as possible 
Reasonable time 
Night before 
15.4 6.7 21 4.8 
15.4 6.7 14.3 
15.4 6.7 4.1 
Tne1ve hours 
No rule 
7:30 a.m. ·on day of return 
2:30p. m. day befo1~ 7.7 
7 a.m. on day of return 
Not l ess than 1 hour 2.2 
Before start of school, 
4.~ 4.1 
16 .. 6 
previous day 
concluded on next E§g~) 
4.8 
s 
5 
5 
10 
s 
s 
s 
] 
Table 9. (concluded) 
======;;=:=T:;.=;r::;=:::;:::;:;;;~~;;;;;=;::::;:;~=;::;:;::::;;::;::::;;::::;::;= I', % of 13 % of LS % of 21 % of 19 % of 21 % of 20 Advcn ce Notice systems systems systems systems systems systems 1 
1 Required 1-ti.th 1 ... with 2& with 51,... 1dth 7& 101- 201 and j 
2.5 tea. .50 tea. 7.5 tea. 100 tea. 200 tea. above tffi ~j (1) 
1 As soon as teacher 
I is "ifell 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 11 
Arranged individually 
.5 p.m. previous day 
Must give notice .only 
only 8 hrs. 
One week 
Assumed to be coming in 
tuiless new call is made 
II 
I 
Of the many notices required, a great percentage of systems require 
1 
an advance notice of one day when ibe absent teacher returns t o duty. 
It is very surprising to find a percentage of the sys terns requiring no 
notice at all. It would seem that the lack c:£ notification would on sane 
occasions find the a1Jsent teacher returning t ·o duty- and the substitute 
teacher reporting to fill the vacancy at the same time . A ve~ small 
percentage of systems have no rules at all concerning advance notice re... 
quired of absent t eachers returning to duty. He re, too., it would seem 
that confusion would r esult because of the uncertainty of theabsent 
t ea.ch er r s returning to duty • 
In the majority of the smaller s ystems of one to fif,ty teachers, 
the superintendent is notified by the absent teacher when she intends to ' 
' return to duty. Systems with over .51 teachers, on the other hand, re-
quire in the majority of cases that the principal be notified when the II 
absent teacher intends to return to duty. For all syste!TIS the principa]_ 
or superintendent is called in the majority of cases when s uch notifica-
t i on i s to be given. The comparison may be seen i n Table 10. 
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Table 10. Perscns Notified of Return t o Duty of Regul ar Teacher in 148 
Massachusett s School Systems 
Persons notified 
% of 12 
systems 
with 1-
25 tea. 
% of 51 % of 22 % of 19 % of 22 % of 21 
systems systems systems systems systems 
(2) 
1ri th 26-vrith 51-w'i th 76- with 101- 201 and 
50 t ea. 75 tea. 100 tea. 200 tea. aboYe tea. 
(1) 
Principal 
Superintendent 
Supt. & Prin. 
Sec. to Supt. 
Supt.'s office 
Central office 
33.3 
66.7 49 32 26 14.3 
2 4.5 4.8 
18.2 9.5 
19 
4 
Various 4.6 
Prin. for Kindergarten, 
Supt. for others 2 
Prin. for El., Supt.-ot hers L .• 6 
Pr in. for Jr. and Sr. High 4.6 
~~ Supt . for others 
Asst. Supt. 4.5 
Pay Clerk 4.5 
Attendance clerk 4.8 
Bus i ness manager 4.8 
Adwi nistrative Asst~ 
to Supt. and Prin. 4.8 
Supt. Clerk 4 
I 
II 
Asst. to Supt. 4.8 
Criterion IV-----Adequate records of personnel and performance should be II 
I 
maintained. Table 11 indicates the records of personnel and performance I 
and the comparison of the school systems maintaining these records . 
Table ll. The Extent to \-Tni ch Records of PersoP..nel and Performance Are 
!1ai ntained in 157 Metssa.chusetts School Systems 
====--~----~======~-=~-=====~~~=------======-=-~ % of 15 % of 52 % of 26 % of 20 % of 23 % of 21 
Items on which 
comparison is made 
systems systems systems systems systems systems 
with 1- vri. th 26--vr.i th 51-~d th 76- >·r.i. th 101-201 and 
25 tea •. 50 tea. 75 tea. 100 tea. 200 tea. above tea. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
1. Person in charee of 
substitute- teacher serv-
ice keeps a record of 
qualifications of each 
te3.cher on substitut e-
te~cher list. 93.4 92.4 88. 5 9)0 
-= ( c.onclud~d_ on._ne.x:t_ __,g~ 
78.2 100 
'I 
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Table 11. (concluded) 
Items on Which 
Comparison Is 
Hade 
% of 15 % of 52 % of 26 % of 20 % of 23 % of 21 ' 
systems systems systems systems systems syst ems 
1-ri.th 1- 1r1ith 26-with 51-~-ri.th 76- with 101-201 and 
25 tea. 50 tea. 75 tea. 100 tea. 200 tea. up teach. 
2. Applications 
containing personnel 
data are required. 86.6 80.8 
3. References, letters 
of recommendation are 
on file. 66.6 46.1 
L~ . Summary of records 
of all substitutes is 
kept available for quick 
r eference by person 
assigning. 80 
5. Record containing 
periods of service f or 
each substitute-t eacher 
79 
is maintained. 80 80.8 
6. Daily list of sub-
stitutes available on each 
day is kept. 53.4 46.1 
7. Record is maintained 
t,o record vrhen a substi-
tute leaves a position 
to which he has been 
assigned. 60 77 
8. Principal keeps a 
record of substitute 
service in her build-
ing for the entire 
year. 26. 6 SO 
77 90 95. 6 85.6 
46.2 45 74 90.5 
70 65. 3 
73.1 85 74 
65.3 100 
77 85 74 100 
34.6 50 
11 Host systems report that the person in charge of substitute-teacher 
service keeps a record of qualif ications of each teacher on the substi-
tute list. It is evident t hat a record of qualifications is maintained 
more so than many of the records listed. The school systems employing 1
1 
I 
/I 
II 
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ing in the records of personnel and performance. It is interesting to 
note the percentage of systems vn1ich do not require applications concer 
ing personnel data. It woul d seem that this would be a necessity in all 
systems large or small, A sununary of records of substitutes, summariz-
ing the qualifications of each candidate is most important for the per-
son assigning so that he may be sure that he is assigning a competent 
substitute t eacher to the vacancy. Many systems, how·ever, do not main-
tain t his t ype of record. The l argest systems are superior in this 
respect, although their score is not perfect. Apparently, superinten-
dents in small school systems or the person as signing the . substitute 
to the vace!'lcy are in mc.my cases f ami liar with the substitute and find 
tlris type of r ecord not necessa~J. A poor showing is made by most 
systems concerni ng the principal' s report of substitutes i n her building 
bei ng sent to the central office each 1•Teek. The same is true concerning 
the principal's record of s ubsti tute-teacher ser~ce in her building for 
the entire year. 
Criterion V-----The qualific~tions for subst i tute-teacher service should I 
be the same as those required for regular appointment, Secondar,y sub-
stitutes should have t r aining and experience, if possible, in the sub-
jects which they are assigned to teach. Elementary substitutes should 
ha,re training and experience, if possible, in the grade to which they 
are assigned. It may be seen from Table 12 that many systems in the 
Co!'!L"llOnHealth do not r equire the same professional qualifications of sub-
sti tutes as are required of regu1ar teac.hers • Table 12 1-rill be f ound 
on page 35. 
=====-----
Qualification Requirements of 157 Massachusetts School Systems 
Comparison is 
made 
• Minimum .rofes-
sional qualifications 
requi red of substitute 66.6 
teachers are the same 
as those reqtdred of 
regular teachers. 
2. All teaching sub-
stitutes are required 60 
to meet ~tate quali-
ficat ions for teachers. 
48 
tea .: 
50 45 47.8 . 66. 8 
54 35 30.4 42. 8 
All systems reporting have a poor record with respect to qualif ications 
although it may be possible that systems responding negatively have 
found it impossible to obtain substitutes with qualifications equal to 
those of regular teacher s and, consequently, have had to accept substi-
tutes 1-:.i.th l esser qualifications in order to maintain a substitute list 
for their school systems. The vast majority of the systems do not 
require substitute teachers to meet state qualifice tions for teachers. 
Of the 157 questionnaires used, five superintendents report that students 
serve as substitutes although all answers indicate that such service is 
rare and is necessi t ated by emergency only. Forty-three systems employ 
students still in teacher training institutions as substitute teachers. 
The l ar gest group of systems employing teacher trainees range from those 
having 26-SO r egular t eachers on their staff. Several superintendents 
repo:::·t that they o.r e not near teacher training insti tutions and cannot 
t ake advant age of such substitution. A fevr of t he remaining superinten-
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dents report the use of student trainees irl r are emergencies only. 
Criterion VI-----The superintendent or person responsibl e should ass ign 
the substitute to be placed on the basis ofl her record. No group of 
systewB has a perfect record in reporting t at the superintendent or 
who is to report. The school systems with· the range of 51-75 regular 
teachers have a better record in this respe~t as indicated in Table 13. 
Table 13. The Per Cent of Systems in Which the Superintendent or Person 
in Charge Selects the Substitute t o Be Placjd in the Temporary Vacancy 
Range in Number 
of Teachers Employed 
(1) 
1- 25 
26- 50 
51- 75 
76-100 
101-200 
201 arrl up 
Superintendents Per Cent of Systems in 
Reporting which Supt. or person 
responsibl e selects sub. 
(2) I (3) 
15 
52 
26 
20 
23 
21 
There is a definite weakness in the a~nistration of substitute-
teacher servi ce inasmuch as all substitutes should be selected to report 
in place of the absenting teacher by the su~erintendent or person respo~ 
sible for substitute- teacher service. In t~e majority of cases the 
subs-tHute i s notified by phone, One supe1 ntendent reports that letter 
is used. 11-10 superintendents indicate vari tions in method and that the 
most convenient method 
responsibil~ty in this 
systems reporting, the 
accepted personally. 
is employed. Five superintendents have given 
matter to their prinJipals . In 110 of the 157 
superintendents req~re that the assignment be 
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Criterion VII----Large school systems should be zoned for administra-
tive efficiency and convenience of substitute t eachers. Although 
I Criterion VII is concerned chiefly with large city school systems, 
a number of small systems report the use of zoning for administrative 
efficiency and convenience of substitute teachers. As indicated 
in Table 14 a very poor showing is made by the large school systems 
which should be zoned. 
Table 14. The Per Cent of Systems ~~ich Are Zoned for Substitutes 
Accordjng to Residence. 
Ran~e in Number 
of eachers 
Superintendents 
Reporting Per cent of Systems Zoned 
(1) (2) (3) 
1- 25 15 13.6 
26-.50 52 3.85 
51-75 26 7.7 
76-100 20 5 
101-200 23 0 
200 and up 21 0 
The only plausible explanation for not zoning these large systems 
is the fact that it is impossible to obtain sufficient substitutes 
not only within a z ::ne but within the city itself. Also, there is a 
keener competition between the city and urban communities for awailable 
substitutes irrespective of their place of r esidence. In two of the 
systems zoned for substitute-teacher service the substitute is not as-
signed by zone according to residence. Two systems which are not zoned 
attempt to assign substitutes by zone according to residence Whenever 
possible. All but one of the seven systems zoned f i nd it necessary to 
assign substitutes outside their zones. This clearly indicates that 
J 
I 
insufficient numbers of substitutes are available within the zone and :j 
-vdthin the school systems • 
Criterion VIII-----The substitutes should be s upervised by the principal 
or supervisor and a record of evaluation filed with the superintendent. 
As indicated in Table 1.5 .only twelve systems of the 157 systems report-
ing indicate that the substitute is not supervised. 
Table 1.5. The Extent of Use of Different Supervisory Methods Used for 
Substitute Teachers in 157 Massachusetts School Systems 
II 
--------~-------------------------------------------------------
Phase 1o nf 15% of .52 %of 26 % .or ·.20:~·%oor,:,?3 ·:.· % ·· of 21 
systems systems systems systems 
with 1- with 26- with .51- 76-100 
2.5 tea. .50 tea. (1) (2) 
1. The substitute 
is supervised. 66.6 
2. Substitute's 
service is eval- 66.6 
uated by super-
visor. 
3. Record of e- .53.4 
valuation is filed 
with s~perintendent. 
4. Supervisor 
reports on ef-
ficiency immed- 40 
iately following 
termination of 
that su~stitution • 
.5. Rating blanks 
are used by super-
visor. 20 
(3) 
92.4 
7.5 
.5.5.8 
4.5.9 
7.5 tea. teach. 
(4) (5) 
88.5 100 
6.5 • .5 8.5 
42 .3 .55 
38 .5.5 
20 
systems systems 
101-200 above 201 
teach. t eachers 
(6) (7) 
100 100 
87 100 
48 81 
33.3 
26.1 38.2 
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Table 15. (concluded) 
Phase % of lS % of 52 % of 26 % of 20 % of 23 % of 21 
systems systems systems systems systems systems 
with 1- with 26-with 51- 76-100 101-200 above 201 
25 tea. 50 tea. 75 tea. teach. teach. teachers 
{1} {2} OJ {4} {5} {6J {7J 
6. Supervisor 
takes over class 
t o demonstrate lJ.6 13.5 11.5 25 30.4 76.3 
good teaching 
methods t o s oo-
stitut e. 
7. Supervisor I 
helps substi- 53.h 57.8 65.5 70 91.5 95.2 'I 
tute in lesson 
planning. 
8. Substitute is 
told where arrl 93 .5 88.5 77 95 95 100 
ho~J to obtai n 
materiaJ.s. 
9. Supervisor 
commends substi- 80 78.8 65.5 95 87 95.2 
tute f or good 
~.York. 
10. Supervis-
or makes sug- 80 78.8 69.2 100 91.5 100 
gestions for 
improvement. 
ll. There is a 
generaJ. meeting 
for orientation 13.5 3.9 o.o 25 4.4 14.3 
of substitutes 
at start o:f each 
year. 
12. Substitutes 
have group dis-
cussions of pro- 66.7 o.o o.o 10 8.7 19 
blems of substitute 
teachi ng under 
guidance of super-
visors. 
!' I . 
Table 15. (concluded) 
Phase 
(1) 
I 13. Substitutes 
are encouraged 
to take addition-
al study. 
% of 15 % of 52 % of 2b % of 20 % of 23 
systems systems systems systems systems 
vJith 1- Hith 26- with 51- 76-100 101-200 
25 t ea. SO tea. 75 tea. teach. t each. 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (3) 
20 38.5 34.6 so 
% of 21 
systems 
above 201 
teachers 
(7) 
II 
I 
Inasmuch as it is the responsibility :of the superintendent to super-
vise teaching in schools, the writer believes it is his responsibi lity 
to supervise regular t eachers and substitutes or to appoint a responsible II 
person as supervisor. Many systems report that substitute service is 11 
not evaluated by the SUI£ rvisor or a record of such evaluation filed 
j, v1ith the superintedent. Another noticeable weakness in the sup ervision 
of substitutes is the large percentage of school systems in which the 
supervisor does not use rating blanks. As the table indicates there is 
a definite need for a general meeting for the orientation of substitutes 
at the start of the school year as very few systems report that such 
meetings are held. There is further need for group discussions of pro-
' blems of substitute teaching under the guidance of supervisors, as the 
average percentage of 18% indicates such group discussions are not held. 
Ho1.zever, it must be said that the small systems of 1-25 regular t eachers 
are at least attempting such group discussions, as 66.7 per cent indi-
cate discussions are held in their systems. 
In systems of 1-25 regular t eachers a l arge percentage indicate 
that the superintendent is responsible for supervis i on of substitute 
I 
I 
II 
40 
teachers. In all other systems excluding those having 51-75 regular 
teachers the principal is responsilile for supervision of substitute 
teachers a greater percentage of the time. In syste."llS of 51-75 neachers ;j 
47.4 per cent indicate that the superintendent and principal are re-
' sponsible for supervision. It may be noted in Table 16 that in systems 
of one hundred t eachers or more that the superintendent has delegated 
, responsibility for the supervision of substitute t eachers to various 
persons "~o.Ti thin the systems. 
Table 16. Persons Responsilile for Supervision of Substitute Teachers 
in 135 Massachusetts School Systems 
Person Supervising % of 13 % of 43 % of 19 % of 17 % of 22 % of 21 
systems systems systems systems systems systems 
vli th 1· 1d th 26- with 51- 76-100 101-200 above 201 
25 tea. 50 tea. 76 tea. teach. teach. teachers 
\lJ . ~2J DJ (4J (~J ~5J (7J 
Superintendent 38 .~ 15.3 3.7 ~7 
Principal 30.7 51.2 36. 8 76.5 64.6 12 
Supt. and Prin. 30.7 30. 2 47.4 17.7 13.7 
Various persons 2.3 5.2 
Prin. and Supervis. 10.6 5.9 13.7 
Prin. and Director 
of Elementary Ed- 4.5 4.8 
ucation 
Supt.,Prin.,and 
Elementary Super- 4.5 4.8 
visor 
Supervising Staff 23.8 
Prin. and Subject 4.8 
Field Director 
Dept. of Practice 
4.8 and Training 
Criterion IX-----Every school system should have a substitute single 
salary pay schedule which would take into consideration the substitute's 
training, experience and service. The majority of the systems respond-
'I ll 
II 
= 
ing report that the substitute is paid a dai~ rate irrespective of 
training, experience, and service. Table 17 illustrates the weakness 
II of school systems in the Commonwealth in providing for s:ingle salary 
pay schedules for s ubstitute teachers. 
Table 17. Per Cent of Systems 'VJhich Have in Force a Si ngle Salary Pay 
Schedule for Substitute Teachers 
I &_2 I. 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
Range in Number of 
Regular Teachers 
Superi ntendent Reporting Per Cent of Systems 
wbich Have a Si ngle 
Salary Pay Schedule 
for Substitute Teach- 1 
ers 
~1) 1- 2 
26- so 
51- 75 
76- 100 
101- 200 
201 and above 
52 
26 
20 
23 
21 
(~) 6. 
n.5 
n.5 
25 
26.1 
38 
The l arger school systems have progressed little more in this 1 
I 
respect than the small school systems. Inasmuch as fairness alone would 1 
I 
necessitate salary schedules based upon experience, training, and s er- I 
vi ce within the sys tem, it would seem advisable the:t school systems with-l 
L~ the Commonwealth develop a singl e salary schedule for this purpose 
as only twenty per cent of the systems reporting have such a schedule. 
It may be that such pay schedules might act as an incentive f or qualifie~l 
persons to seek substitute work. TviO systems in the 1-25 teacher range 
do not make a specific provision for substitute-teacher service in the 
annual budget. The same is true of two school systems which employ 
more than 201 r egular t eachers. 
In Chapter IV the writer will present his conclusions concerning 
present practices in the administration of sUbstitute-teacher service 
in Massachusetts school systems as indicated by the qaestionnaires re-
ceived from 157 superintendent s reporting. Recommendations will be 
offered for the improvement of weaknesses in present practices of sub-
stitute-teacher administration. 
I . 
CHAPI'ER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In Chapter III the writer presented data obtained from question~ 
naires which were received from 157 Massachusetts school superinten-
dents. The final chapter presents a sUIIIJllary of the data and conclu-
sions dravm from them and the recommendations for improvement of 
weaknesses indicated b.Y the data. 
The first problem of this study was to develop a set of criteria 
with which to compare pr~ent practices in the administration of sub-
stitute-teacher service in Massachusetts school systems. In order to 
develop these criteria the writer read available information concern~ 
ing substitute-teacher service. The material was obtained from pro~ 
fessional literature, periodicals, and previous studies. As a result 
of this research, the Hriter concluded that there are five phases of 
substitute-teacher administration. These phases are management, r~ 
cruitment, placement, supervision, and p~. The criteria were devel-
oped around these five phases of substitute-teacher administration. 
It was necessary to make up a questionnaire to find out what Massa-
chusetts school s.ystems were doing in the administration of substitute-
teacher service. The questions which were used in the questionnaire 
were based upon the criteria so that data obtained from the question ... 
naire could be compared with the criteria. Upon completion, the 
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questionnaire was submitted to several superintendents for criticism 
and was then mailed to all superintendents in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. Of the 159 questionnaires returned to the writer, 157 
were able to be used in compiling the data. Questionnaires returned 
represent 72.3 per cent of the school s.ystems in Massachusetts. The 
data obtained from the questionnaire was then tabulated and presented 
in Chapter III. 
The following conclusions based upon the data tabulated in Chapter 
III are presented in the order of the five phases of substitute-teacher 
administration suggested in Chapter II. 
Management.-- A majorit,y of the school boards in Massachusetts 
have a set of rules and regulations to govern the schools. This is 
especially true of the school boards of the larger school systems. 
Many Massachusetts school systems whose school boards have a set of 
rules and regulations to govern the schools do not include in the 
adopted rules and regulations the administration of substitute-teacher 
service. Fewer still publish . and make available adopted rule s and 
regulations for the administration of substitute-teacher service• 
A small minority of the school systems in the Commonwealth have a 
specific form of personnel policy published, and, of this minority, 
still fewer include substitute-teacher service in that personnel policy. 
In a vast majority of the school systems in the Commomiealth of 
Massachusetts the superintendent has been given the responsibility for 
the administration of substitute-teacher service and directs all 
phases of that service or has delegated responsibility for its admin-
_isj;,.r_c:rt.J.Q_n to_another person•·-========-= ===========-==-=-1F-~ --1 
====9F====================================~~~==============~===- -4~-~~-~= 
Massachusetts school systems in the majorit,y of cases do not 
appear to administer substitute-teacher service for the entire system 
from a central office. Of those ~stems which administer substitute-
teacher service from a central office fewer stillrequire that all calls 
for substitutes come to this office and that the substitute be assigned 
to the school from that office. 
In a great majority of Massachusetts school systems the person 
in charge of substitute-teacher service keeps a record of the quali-
fications of each teacher on the substitute-teacher list. In maqy 
school systems applications containing personal data are required. 
Most of the school systems in Massachusetts maintain records of per• 
sonnel and performance. 
Recruitment.-- A large majority of Massachusetts school systems 
seem to obtain qualified substitute teachers by means of the personal 
application. The next most favorite method is the recruitment of sub-
stitute teachers from women who have left teaching. Fewer school 
systems in the Commonwealth appear to Qbtain substitute teachers from 
candidates awaiting regular appointment. As for recruitment itself, 
it is evident that Massachusetts relies most heavilY upon its school 
su:r.erintendents for the recruitment of substitute teachers. Prin-
cipals follow their superintendents closelY in the recruitment of sub-
stitute·-teachers. Massachusetts school systems do not rely too heavily 
on boards of education or supervisors for recruitment of substitute 
teachers. A majority of the school teachers in the Commonwealth 
appear to help in recruitment of substitute teachers. 
I. 
Most of the school systems in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
do not require that the minimum professional qualifications of sub-
stitute t eachers be the same as those req1ired of regular teachers. 
A small majority of Massachusetts school systems require substitute 
teachers to meet state qualifications for tea·chers. 
Placement.-- In a majority of Massachusetts school systems 
the superintendent or person responsible for the administration 
of sUbstitute-teacher service selects the substitute to be placed 
in the temporary vacancy. A vast majority of the school systems 
in the Commonwealth do not zone their systems for substitutes accord-
ing· to residence. 
Supervision.-- A very l arge majority of school systems in Mass-
achusetts supervise their substitutes and require evaluation of the 
substitute's service by the s11p3 rvisor. Most school systems in the 
Commonwealth require that the record of evaluation be filed with the 
superintendent. A majority of Massachusetts school systems do not 
require that rating blanks for supervision be used by the supervisor. 
Very few systems in the Commonwealth have general meetings for the 
orientation of substitutes at the start of each year nor do they have 
group discussions of problems of substitutes under gui dance of super-
visors . Most school systems do not encourage substitute teachers 
to t ake additional stuqy. 
Pay.-- Massachusetts school systems in a vast majority of cases 
do not have a single salary pay schedule for substitute t eachers. 
A maj ority of the school systems pay their substitute teachers a 
II 
I' 
I 
daily rate irrespective of experience , training end service. 
The follo-vring recommendations are suggested for the improvement 
of substitute-teacher service in the school systems of Massachusetts: 
1. School bo ards responsibl e for the ndministra tion of school 
systems i~'i1ich do not have a s et of rules and r e e;ul ations to 
6overn the schools should, with the advice of t.'IJ.e superin-
tendent, formulate such a set of rules and re31.1l c.tions . 
2 . School syst ems vlhich do not i nclude administration of sub-
stitute-teacher ser"~ric e i n the adopted rulB s and r~6!Jlations 
should endeavor to formulate a pol icy for t he administration 
of substitute-teacher service and should include this policy 
in t he adopted rul es and regulations. 
3. Adopted rul es and regulation s including the admi ni stration of 
substitute-teacher service should be published and available 
to all. 
4. All syst ems which do not h ave a specific form of personnel 
pol icy publ ished shoul d draw up s uch a policy and publish i t . 
5. Substitute teaching should be included i n the pers onnel 
pol icy of every sc' ool system. 
6. All school systems in the Commonwealth should administer sub-
stitute-teacher service from a central office and such admin-
i stration should include calls for substitutes and assigrnnent 
of substitutes to t h e schools v1here the vacancies exist. 
7. All school systems should require appl ications containing 
personal data to be submi tted by prospective substitutes. 
II 
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B.. A summary of the records of all substitutes should be avail-
abl e :Por quick reference 'oy the person assigning the substi-
t ute to the temporary vacancy. 
9. All school qystemA shoul d require that the minimum profes s i on-
al c:ualif i cat ions of substitute teachers be the same as t hose 
r equired of regul ar t eacher s and that all teaching substi-
t utes be required to meet state qualificat ;_ons for te.schers. 
10. Boards of educ<J tion and school supervisors shoul d be en-
cour aged to recruit qualified substitute te8chers. 
11. More teachers should be encouraged t o recruit qualified in-
dividuals for substitute service. 
12. In every school eys t em the superintendent or person i n cha rge 
of substitute-teacher service should s elect the substi t ute 
to be pl aced in the temporary vacancy. 
13. Eve~J effort should be made t o zone l arge school systems for 
admi nistrative efficiency and convenience of substitute 
t each-9rs. 
14. Substitutes shoul d be supervised by the principal or super-
visor and a r ecord of evalu.?.tion f i l ed l-ri th the superintendent 
i n allsystems Hhich presently do not carry out such a program 
of supervision. 
15. Supervisors in the schools of the Commonwealth should be 
enc ,..,uraged to use r ating blanks in the supervision of sub-
stitute teachers . 
16. Massachusetts school systems should have a general meeting 
for orientation of substitutes at the start of each year. 
17. Substitute teachers should be encouraged to have group dis-
cussions of problems of substitute teaching under guidance 
of supervisors. 
18. School superintendents in the Commonwealth should encourage 
their substitutes t o take additional study whenever and 
wherever possible. 
19. A vast majority of school systems in Massachusetts should 
develop and adopt a single salary pay schedule for substi-
tute teachers based upon training, exp~rience, and service. 
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APPENDIX 
Letter of Request to Hassachusetts Superintendents 
Inquiry Form 
.51 
42 li:iai n Str Gct 
Mnn son , Massac hus-etts 
1\'le.rch 14, 1953 
I am s ocking i n formation c onc e r ning 
p r escn:·.t pr actic e s i n the admi n i str ati on of subst i tutc- t oe.c l:j.:;r 
sc,rv~. '>J i::J. !vw.ssnchusetts school systems. May I r eque st ~rour 
hol p ? You will find enc losed a quest i onna ire and a self- addr e ss ed 
enve lope . Evor y e ffort hr:,s b een made to f rruno tho questions 
so that tho answors c an b o give n qu ickly ond eas ily. I would 
a.ppr o(:ic,t o your r eturning the questionnair e by April first if at 
a ll poss ibl e . 
Very truly yours , 
Wi lliam F. Donovan 
~oston Uni versity 
School of Education 
INQUi nY REG~..RDING AUt:IKIS':'ctA7IOI: OF SUBS7 JTUTE- TE_~_CHER SF.RVJCE 
Pl eo se chcc1.C- annr o~r-i n.te · an swers. 
l. Has the school boRrd a set of r u l e s and regul at i ons to govern 
the s cho o l s ? (Yes) 
2 . Do adc uted rulF~ S end re ?-;ul ations i nclude the administrr·t i on of 
subs·ci tute - teacher S<>rvice ? ( Ye s) 
3 . Ar e t he rul e s and re?,ul otions ~overnin~ s:1bsti tute- teacher f-ld -
rr.i:·l i str ation published 1md avaibbl e to all? ( Yes) 
'x . Do y 0u h&ve a specif ic f orrr: of pers:.mne l policy publ i s h e d? 
5" Is su bstitute- teachinp; i nc l uded in thispersonnel pol icy? 
b . Yvhe.t 8.dv ~·nce n otice mu st be g i,ren o l' the a bsent teacher ' sre-
turn to duty ? 
(Yes) 
(Yes) 
52' 
(No) 
( No ) 
( No ) 
(No) 
( No )' 
Viho is notif ied of her r~turn to cJ.uty? __ , ___ _ 
:j .. Is tho subsf;i tute re uested to ~i ve notic e VI hen she is not 
avo.il::·bl e ? 
'9, Hns the s un :.:: rintencient been r: iven the r esponsibi l ity for the 
Bdmi:.J.istc flt ~.on of substi tute- t e :::cher s e r v i ce ? 
JO . Does the cune rinter1d ent d irect al l nh u sP.s of substitu t e -
te Rchcr se r vice? 
11 . Has the s1~nerintendent deler,~t cd responsib i -L i t y f o r :Jdrnin-
istrat ion ot' substitut e - teaching s ur-•.ric e to another perscn? 
1 ~ 
.•. ~ . 
1 3 . 
I f the school bortrd h a s not v, i ven r e sponsibj.l ity fo r &.dmin -
ist r s tion of substitute- t c""chc r s e rvi ce t0 the superinten-
dent, t o '."hom hcs it g iven such res!'lonsib i l ity? 
I s substitute- te acher :::zrv:i.ce adm i n istered fo r tho ont :i.re 
eystcm fr om 8 . c cnt r s.l off:i ce ? 
14 . Do 9.1 j_ c alls for sub stitute s C OLle t o thi s c -.;nt r Pl o fficc? 
15 . I s the subst:i.tu ': c as sir.::,11 :ci to the schoo l f rom t h e c entr al 
office ? 
16 . Wh~m doe s tha t.•Pc~~r notify i n c s& of h e r c bsonco? 
l 'T. Hov: ruch '·l ~' v::' :r·cc no t :i. c c is she r c :1 uir s d t o give? 
18 . Do 8 S the n~~son i n c h~~~c or substitute- t e ocher service keep 
"' r "COl' C, o ·· · the C!UPl :i.f':.:.c::rt ion s of et>.c 11 tea che r on tho sub-
st ih ; ~. e -tc<ch:;;r l ist? 
J9 . Ar e W'"'Jli0 ~'!.tions c ontr,~n.inP" persona} d~J ttl r equired? 
20 . Ar e r e fvnmce s ' l c tl: 0. r s of r .~ c'>rmt.ndo.tion on fiJ. o ? 
Zl, Is ~., surci._,,., r y or r e c •:,rds ol.' eJ. 1 subst i ·tutes c: ntuininf" :w c-
t•ss a ry ini't. rn1r tic. n keut av~1 i labln fo r quick l'ef(; r cncc by 
the TJ e r son (;l s i n: l<in[;? 
( l) 
(Ye s) 
(Yes) 
(Yes) 
(Yes) 
(Ye s) 
( Yes ) 
(Yes) 
( Yes ) 
( Ye s) 
(Ye s) 
(Yes) 
(Yes) 
(No ) 
(No ) 
(No ) 
(No) 
(No ) 
(No ) 
(No) 
(No) 
( No ) 
(No ) 
(No) 
(No ) 
• 
2?. . I s a r3cord c nnt a inir:.?: reriods of ser vice maint f! incd fo r csch 
substitut e -t ~echer? (Yes) 
23 . Is o. doily list of subst i tt;tes ava i l Hbl e on o ach d~y maintained.? 
(Yes) 
?.4 . I s a r c!corr'l rn•)_intained to r ecor o vrhcn the substitute l eaV\ ' S a 
nositi~n t o which h~ h r s bee n ass i gned? (Yes) 
-' 5 . r.~ r;,:=;c h pri:::lc ina l ' s r epo rt en substitutes i n he r building sent 
t c tlw eonc r o. l offi~e 0 •' ch vv ;ek? (Yes) 
23- Do c s eac~ princicP l k e en a r ocord or substitut e sar-.rjcc 
bui l d in~ f~ r the enti r e ye~r? 
i n her 
(Ye s) 
(; B . 
Ar c: the r·~i~1imUL1 p rof ,; ssj c n •.d (1U2lific :> t i ons re u i r cd fof sub -
stitute- t oac hc:s os those r ocuire d of your r egul a r t euchc rs? 
.., . _, 
IIJ~ Sr4 ~ttc... Ar ,_; a ll to,··.::lnnr.- substi tutc s r equi r ed to mc-: et st ate r: un.l i fi -
c ~ ti ons tc~chers? 
., 
r-11 1( 
Do n'JT'ils serve r>.S substitute- t eacher s ? 
(Yes) 
(Ye s) 
··:o. Do students .s t iJ l in to ~chor t r a ininf; instj_tutions 
s ti t u t es ? 
s c r-.re o s sub-
01 . Do c~ s t h e su')erinl;endcnt or person r e sponsible for r.; dn:ini s t r c -
t i cn of substitute-t r, ac!-le r se::-vicc s.:d_-:, ct the substi tuto who 
is to r ero r t in o lr:;ce o.f the absenting teacher ? 
;: 2 . How is tho substitute notifi ed of the nssi ~mnent7 
~3 . Ji:.ust "che ~ss ignmcnt b~: uccepteci ~JC l'SOlml ly? 
24 . I s y our schoo l system zone d for substitutes accordinp- to 
r r s id0nc o? 
35 . Ar c substitut es in the systcJ,; --,ss i r.n ud by zon ·; s -~ ccordinf" to 
,. _; s i d cnc e ? 
(Yes ) 
(Yes) 
(Yes) 
( Yo s) 
(Ye s) 
:·o . Is i t noccs sn7 to t' ssi~n suhstitut -=: s outside of their zones ? (Ye s) 
~ 7 , Frorr1 -..~hr:•.t s ourc ~-,s ar'~ sub stit u t.-. s r ccrui ted? 
( ) F 3rso:tf,_ l upolJc:.:tion 
( ) Candi ~i 8.:t o s :-.-.. a i tin;:: r c f!:ulE,r anpo intmont 
( ) Vwmcn ' ho h nvo l e ft t e:aching 
38 . Wh:.,t o~'f'0 :·ts 1t0·ro b< ·c:1 rr,.~rlc t o r ecru it Fl. suffici e nt quo.ntity of 
Cj U ,- : i f:i_r:cl q 1;_-_J -:;1; :~ tuto s? 
( ) _ ny r~ o f Educ~t\o~ h 1lps t o r ecruit 
( ·) ~~pc~ ~ntund ont hu lps t o r e cruit 
( ) ,-' r ~_ncinal h~J ps tu r .:c ruit . 
( ) ~·.u o0r-;isors h: .. lp to r·::crui t 
~) '>~ach0rs he l p to r ~·: cruit 
(2 ) 
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(No) 
(No ) 
(No) 
(No) 
(No) 
( No) 
( I\o) 
(No) 
(No) 
(No ) 
(No) 
(No) 
(No) 
• 
39 . I s the substitute supervise d ? (Ye s ) 
'! 0 . v·,ho S~1p Gr-.r:i. G 0 S the servic,e of t h e subst itute ? ( Y::1s ) 
41. Is t h8 ~lb stltute ' s service cv oluuted by the supe rvisor? (Yes) 
4 2 , I s t hJ r '~ :.:o rd of e v 8lUFt ion fil e d 1ni th the super i ntendent? { Yv s) 
~ Z. . Do:.s t he r~r scn sunnrvising t he subst:i.tuto r euort on 0f:f'iciuncy 
ir.ir:r.clJ. :_ . ·c~· l. ;)r f ol l o, .. jng tE':rr i n ;. ticn of t h a t substitut t f lf? (Ye s ) 
4 4. . P.r ;, r r•'; inr: b }.~ nks usFd f ar this? (Yes ) 
4. :; . • Do• 3 tho s,m:: rvisor t:~V:E: ova r a cl · ss to ci uJ,•onstr :·.to !"OOd t c ··· Ch-
in~ rr c·;;)-.<·1r) s to ';h ::: suhst it1~tc ? (Yes ) 
-'1.6~ Do ·s t he s ,,n,) r vl.sor h Gl p t ho s :<bst:itu.tc in l c: ssr:n p l anni ng;? 
~ 7. I s the 3u0st i~ut u t old v. h~ ·o ~nrl h oY t o obta in mator i nls? 
~8 . Do .. s t h !. r:'.tvcr·; i sor cor.m.cmd t he su bstitute for p.o ou y;ork? 
4:9 . Do•. s th·) supcl· v isor mal-::e su~f:e ·;t i ons for improvement? 
( Ye s) 
( Y r: S) 
( Yes ) 
(Yes ) 
"i'J . I s thor ,._ s !!C.J(' r a l mC:'et :i.n g for orie nt ation of subst i tute s a t t he 
st~ rt of ~ach yc~r? (Ye s) 
51 . Do substi tutrJ s h n•.•c r!;roup d i scus sions of p r obl er.1s of substitutc -
toF;chi n ·• und r 2:uidr·n•: c Ol~ superviso rs? (Ye s ) 
A-:c i;hc r cr:.u l «r t~o.ohec· s 
to tho substitut ~ s ? 
1. Lr;s son n l nns 
2 . S :Jat in~ chr· rts 
3 . Cuu r se of study 
4 . Tc~ch :in~ a ids 
r c 11ircd t c n1 ·.:,k c~ thd f al lovving; avai l able 
( Ye s) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ,. 
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(No ) 
(No) 
(No) 
(No) 
(No) 
(No) 
(No ) 
( No ) 
(Ho) 
(No) 
(No ) 
(No) 
(No) 
(Not) 
f-:. . Ar ··' sllbst. i tut r. s l~nc ourarred t o t a!:c. .. r:ddit i un ol stc:dy s uc h •~ s e::x -
t0~ti0n cours~s ~iv~n i n t hu d i s trict ? ( Y c s ) (No) 
::.4. I s tho sq1, st i~ut . o ' s n0r:~.tifJn on the s 0l 1.r y 
cxnc ·c i c n c.r r. :ad t r ~·. ini:::--, i 
sc h :·:dulo d c;t orm~ n ,:d by 
(Yes ) (No ) 
s:_; . I s ::; snr;l;'t'i:· r ::·,y.ris ~. c.:r1 f0r subst i tutc - t ·. ···,c}i.c r s e rvi c e ma de in 
t~ e 71nnu uJ. O'.J.'1~:.· r~t ? (Yo s ) (No) 
5 ,. 0 . Ho·H rr:·.1r-:r ' ~· r.;' <~. :•r t n~. ohc l'S ( r.xc ] usivc of principr .. ls ) a r e thor o in y our 
syst :::L, '' 
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